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Beamont Collegiate Academy   

Local Governing Body 

Monday 25 June 2018 4.30-6.30pm at the 

Academy 
 

MINUTES – PART I  
Present: N Arukovic, M Eccleston, J Flitcroft, K Harvey, J Hodgkinson, S Panter, H Platt, G Porter, L Waterson (Chair), A Moorcroft 
(Principal),S Thomason, T Yates, C Heesom (Clerk) 
 
In attendance:  
G Harris – Head of School  
C Hillidge – Director of STEM 
H Curwen – Assistant Principal  
C Milburn – Assistant Principal 

 
1 WELCOME AND INTRODUCTIONS  

The Chairperson welcomed all governors to the meeting.  
The Chairperson introduced the new governors and welcomed them to the meeting.  

2 STUDENT PERFORMANCE  
Year 9 BTEC Performing Arts students have been working with ‘Music in Mind’ exploring the condition 
of Dementia. Students were provided with a real life case study that provided them with an insight into 
living with this condition.  A powerful performance that the students have created in response to this 
condition was performed for governors.  This performance will also be performed at Priestley College 
were there will be an external audience which will also include family members and the elderly lady on 
which their performance has been based upon.  
 
Governors expressed that they thought the performance was extremely well delivered and asked for 
their thanks to be cascaded down to the students and staff involved.  

3 APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE  
The following governors gave their apologies for absence from today’s meeting. 
N Kelly (family illness) 
P Cotton (prior commitment) 
J Ingman (prior commitment) 
 
The above absences were noted and agreed by the governing body.  

4 DECLARATION OF INTEREST   
The Chairperson asked if any members had any interest to declare in any items on the agenda.  
There were no declarations of interest 

5 MEMBERSHIP  
1. Michelle Dow – ex officio governor accepted onto the governing body 12.02.18 
2. Jo Flitcroft introduced herself to the governing body and outlined her interest in becoming a 

community governor at BCA.  After consideration of her application, the Chair proposed for JF 
to be accepted onto the governing body. The proposal was seconded by G Porter. JF was 
welcomed onto the governing body.  Approved.  
  

3. Terence Yates was successfully elected as a Parent governor and was welcomed onto the 
governing body. Mr Yates introduced himself to the governing body and outlined his interest in 
becoming a parent governor at BCA. Noted.  

 
Stephen Thomason was successfully elected as a Parent governor and was welcomed onto 
the governing body. Mr Thomason introduced himself to the governing body and outlined his 
interest in becoming a parent governor at BCA. Noted.  

 
Action(s). Clerk to ensure all new governors receive the following;   

- Hays on-line safeguarding training 
- Audit skills proforma  
- TCAT governor profile proforma 
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6 MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS LGB MEETING 
The Chairperson proposed the Part I minutes of the Spring term LGB meeting held on 12.02.18 were a 
true and accurate account of the meeting and should be taken as read  
 
MATTERS ARISING 
6.   Clerk to arrange parent governor election – actioned  
6.   Governors to return Safeguarding and CP certificate; Action: clerk to remind governors.  
6.   Extend DBS renewal period from current 3yrs (BCA) to 5 years (TCAT). LW advised governors of 

TRUST recommendation for random checks to be carried out.  
8.   Outstanding Link governor meeting. L Gannon and K Harvey met 11.06.18 
10.  Governor access to IDSR: G Harris to send password to G Porter/L Waterson C/F 
13. Policies; BFP and LGB approved 12.02.18. Decision ratified at TRUST meeting 14.02.18 

 Admissions 2019-2020. Noted.   

 Pay. Noted.  

 Performance Management. Noted.   

 Managing Performance Capability. Noted.   

 Disciplinary. Noted.   
 
TCAT Seminar 14.03.18 at Penketh High School. Governors who attended the seminar confirmed it 
was a useful meeting with many useful agenda items delivered.                                 
 

7 MINUTES OF SUB-COMMITTEE MEETINGS 
The Chairperson proposed the Part I minutes of the BFP meeting held on 11.06.18 were a true and 
accurate account of the meeting and should be taken as read. Approved.  
 
Summary;  
i) Attendance figures for both staff and students noted. Student attendance is good and the PA 

figure recorded is the lowest for Warrington schools.  
ii) LW explained the impact of lagged funding on the current deficit figure. Discussion followed. 
iii) Pay award to teachers and support staff agreed with unions & TCAT.  Noted.   
iv) GDPR: The academy has undertaken a considerable amount of work to ensure BCA is now 

compliant. Noted.  
v) Oversubscription; 10 over PAN to date. Noted.  
vi) Roger Hunt building: potential purchase quote is £450k. If no reduction agreed, purchase of the 

building will not go ahead and therefore looking to secure a longer term lease and carry out 
modifications. Noted.  

vii) Dining hub; dimensions of the current quote are the same as the existing dining room space. 
Awaiting 2 additional quotes on larger measurements.  Noted.  

viii) Crossing; discussion around further more recent road traffic accidents involving BCA students. 
KH supporting plans for approval. Delay due to Highways staff both on holiday.  Discussion 
followed around funding and the process relating to planning.  

 
GP proposed the Part I minutes of the C&L meeting held on 18.06.18 were a true and accurate 
account of the meeting and should be taken as read. Approved.  
 
Summary;  

i) PACE stands for: Progress Against Challenging Expectations.  
ii) A brief summary of each headline was delivered to governors.  Noted.  

8 LINK GOVERNOR IMPACT MEETINGS – FEEDBACK  
For the benefit of newly appointed/elected governors, the Chairperson explained the rationale of Link 
governor responsibilities. Each Link governor gave a brief summary of their reports.  
 
L Waterson: Leadership & Management: Challenge directed to the SLT member of staff was 
outlined.  Key points below were brought to governors’ attention:  

 Strong position re: KPIs – effective systems in place.  

 Continued professional development (CPD) of BCA staff, coaching and use of SLEs across 
TCAT is having a positive impact on T&L and driving improvements across the majority of 
subjects.  

 Pay/unions; joint agreement between unions and TCAT on 2017/18 teachers pay award.  

 Parental engagement is 80% 
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 Need to consider reserves and formulation of capital spending plans (bearing in mind the need 
to make provision for lagged funding). SP queried how this was measured? LW advised via 
ASDTI parental outcomes/external surveys.  

 Developments across TCAT; Addition of Penketh South Primary School from April 2018. 
Increasing number of opportunities for joint working and sharing of experiences and expertise 
at all levels – students, staff and governors.  TCAT support structures.  

 Recognition at national level of BCA’s success in improving outcomes for disadvantaged 
students. AM has delivered a presentation to DfE, including case studies of good practice.  

 
Evidence of all KPIs are being closely monitored via impact reports, data analysis and external review.  
Strong controls continue via the Teacher 360 programme at individual and departmental level which 
effectively feed into BCA’s performance management framework.  
 
M Eccleston: Attendance, Behaviour, Welfare, Safeguarding & Prevent: Challenge directed to the 
SLT member of staff was outlined.  Key points below were brought to governors’ attention:  

 Governors questioned at the last meeting the reasons behind issuing such high numbers of 
pre-prosecution letters.  The results of the 80 pre-prosecution letters sent to families, to raise 
awareness in a proactive way and warn that attendance was poor and near/below the 90% 
threshold.  Attendance has to be below 90% for the local authority to start prosecution 
proceedings.  BCA have 56 students who are currently below 90%. This is 6.6%. The national 
average for this last    year was around 13.5%.  Well below the average nationally. BCA 
recorded the lowest persistent absence (below 90%) in Warrington last year. 

 BCA issued the lowest number of fixed term exclusions in Warrington during 2016-1.7 

 4 families have been prosecuted for their child’s poor attendance. 

 Meetings held with parents whose child has a poor attendance figure. 

 Bullying report shows very similar figures to previous year (low numbers of superficial 
incidents) 

 To maintain high expectations on attendance the following will be conducted. 
- Planned attendance meetings with families of below 90%-targeting Year11  
- Further letters sent to Year 11 families re attendance.  
- Targeting of families 90-95% attendance 

 
Governor challenge;  
Discussion followed regarding the internal process for exclusions and provision for lessons missed.  
 
J Hodgkinson: Teaching & Learning/Curriculum: Challenge directed to the SLT member of staff 
was outlined.  Key points below were brought to governors’ attention:  

 The proportion of students taking the Ebacc route is in line with the national average. 

 The curriculum offer remains broad, with a variety of pathways that support, challenge and 
accelerate student progress and outcomes. 

 The RESPECT curriculum supports pupils’ emotional health and well-being and promotes 
higher levels of tolerance among the student body.  

 Request that future impact reports include evidence to demonstrate the impact of the school’s 
RESPECT Programme and school’s curriculum rationale. 

 
In the absence of NK, C Milburn delivered a summary of the Culture, ethos and enrichment 
Link governor report to governors. Challenge directed to the SLT member of staff was outlined.  
Key points below were brought to governors’ attention: 

 The 2 Year 10 students on placement with Warrington Wolves over Easter were excellent, 
particularly one young man who displayed great skill and aptitude. 

 92% of students have been offered places is on average and can be broken down to 
percentages of which colleges and areas they have chosen. 

 The school continues to work with both parent and students through targeted work. 

 Excellent sporting performance with students. 
  
In the absence of PC, C Milburn delivered a summary of the CEIAG Link governor report to 
governors. Challenge directed to the SLT member of staff was outlined. Career pathways; PC has 
expressed an interest in attending some group sessions and the value of apprenticeships getting 
young people into the ‘world or work’ was discussed.  Questions directed towards Hospitality will be 
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discussed further with PC and CM.  
 
Governor challenge: Sustained NEET figures and how they fair in comparison to the national average 
figure of 6% was questioned.  CM advised governors of the difficulties facing schools and academies 
in tracking students up to the age of 19. More collaborative work with colleges is needed to help with 
the tracking of students.  
 
Available high level apprenticeships at Priestley; ME directed CM towards Shaun Threlfall who 
will provide information for both staff and students.  
 
G Porter: PP (expenditure & outcomes): For the benefit of new governors, GP explained the 
background and rationale of PP funding. Challenge directed to the SLT member of staff was outlined.  
Key points below were brought to governors’ attention: 

 The strategies for both lines of funding overlap and are evaluated together for this report.  

 BCA recognises the high % of economically disadvantaged children attending the school and 
also that there are many additional pupils that could also fall into the same category but that 
are not designated pupil premium.  The ethos of the school and administration of the PP 
funding attempts to encompass all economically disadvantaged students. 

 Diverse skilled resource strategies are used to deliver additional support to the students in all 
years and abilities.  

 Data point 3 has indicated an improvement over 2017 PP and ‘all student’ grades however the 
boys and the middle achievers continue to be a challenge.  

 Enhanced 1:1 tuition is aimed at improving performance in terminal exams for year 11 and 
providing high impact support. 

 Strategies are now being rolled out further down the school, starting with improvements in 
literacy and numeracy of the Year 7 pupils and greater concentration on their transition.  

 Exposure to exam conditions is utilised to familiarise and normalise the pupils with formal exam 
situations. 

 Maths is still seen as potentially performing less well in the Basics despite increased spend and 
continued monitoring is in place with the addition of a Maths intervention teacher and oversight 
by a partner school SLE. 

 Two additional factors encourage and facilitate PP students: 
- Attendance figures are good at BCA, below national average, significant pastoral 

support managed by Matt Reynolds has improved attendance and encouraged all 
students, in particular those at risk of exclusion. 

- Comprehensive on and offsite provision for behaviour intervention led by BCA staff has 
a significant impact on progress and final examination results. 

 Attainment of the PP students and strategies for all years and prior attainment categories 
needs to be regularly reviewed and evaluated to achieve the best outcomes. 

 
Governor challenge: governors queried male/female comparative figures within the report. GP 
explained there is improvement at all levels from 2017 PP values with the exception of the male 
students where the figures remain static and confirmed male students have not achieved as well as 
female students. A discussion followed in relation to why boys are not performing as well as girls.  AM 
explained that the most stubborn group nationally is white British boys however BCA is making 
incremental progress year on year within this group.  
 
ME talked about bursary payments available for college students which are linked to attendance and 
other positive factors.  
 
G Porter: Achievement & Achievement: Challenge directed to the SLT member of staff was 
outlined.  A summary of performance against KPIs was brought to governors’ attention: 

 Progress 8 and attainment 8 are inexact until final calculations are made nationally. 

 DP2 data is more accurate than DP1 as it is based on exams.   

 DP4 Year 10 and DP1 2018 appear more optimistic than subsequent data.  

 There is projected improvement at all levels from 2017 results with the exception of small 
decreases in standard passes in Maths and English and strong pass in English. 

 English projected grades are good however maths projected grades are still lower than hoped 
despite increased prioritisation and spend. 

 Humanities, science and MFL projected grades have improved. 
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 Comparison of data points is based on projected grades DP3 in 2018 against projected grades 

DP3 2017, not verified results. 

 There has been an increase in projected standard passes for all pupils in basics (both English 

and Maths) of 6%. 

 The grades of male pupils remain static. 

 Female pupils’ scores have increased by 11%. 

 High achievers have increased by 5%. 

 Middle and low level achievers remain static. 

 47% of year 11 are pupil premium and their score in the English and Maths threshold have 

increased by 7%, and the non PP by 5%. 

 
GP informed governors of the key points below:  

 Ongoing review and support of male students, and all middle and lower achievers. Support and 
improvement for these groups needs to continue to be a BCA objective and prioritised. 

 Continued support and challenge within Maths department. Evaluation of upcoming GCSE 
results against strategies. 

 Improving outcomes anticipated in Geography, Science and modern foreign languages. 

 Focussed intervention to improve borderline students particularly in Maths, English and 
Science –1:1 tutoring and small groups extracted from other curriculum areas during school 
hours 

 Continued focus on preparing students for terminal exams – improving resilience and 
maintaining focus/concentration through extended period of exams (some students sat as 
many as 18/19 exams). 

 Positive engagement of current Y11 and engagement of parents to encourage and oversee 
attendance and homework. 

 Ongoing review and support of PP students to address continued underperformance and 
reduce gap. 

 GP should like to see a more standardised documentation pack. 
 
Governor challenge: A discussion followed on how the academy will, in time, reap the benefits of early 
GCSE planning.   
 
S Panter: SEND/LAC: SP has been unable to meet with the SENCO. Action: Report to be C/F to 
the next meeting.  

9 KPIs/PRINCIPAL’S REPORT 
Full report on 2017-18; The Principal asked governors to take the report as read and gave a brief 
summary below:  
Review of scorecard and KPIs: This year we are performing well against our key performance 
indicators. Attendance and exclusion rates are better than national averages and we were once again 
significantly over-subscribed for 2018-19 with 340 preferences expressed for the academy (232 of 
which were first choices). We spent 4 days at the town hall to hear 29 separate appeals and have 
been directed to take 9 students over our 180 PAN. 
 
GCSE predictions are generally positive and consistent with 2017. English & Science are expecting to 
perform strongly. We are cautiously optimistic that Maths will achieve better than predicted to be in 
line with FFT50, the same is true with History. There will hopefully be improvement in Geography as 
this has been a target subject area and open bucket subjects continue to perform really strongly 
 
TCAT: We have now been part of TCAT for 12 months and think we have achieved a huge amount in 
this time. It still feels like a truly collaborative organisation which involves academies working together 
for the benefit of staff and students across the town. TCAT feels like an exciting project to be a part of 
and there are numerous possible avenues for the trust’s growth development in the future including 
the teaching school dimension of the trust.  
 
AM has led the school to school support team this year and we are looking to expand this team quite 
significantly for 2018-19 to ensure much more subject specific, proactive development work is in 
place. We trained our first cohort of Specialist Leaders of Education (SLEs) earlier this year and the 
application window for the second cohort has recently closed. This creates capacity within the trust but 
is also excellent professional development for staff. Other collaborative CPD which has taken place 
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includes a TCAT TeachMeet held at BCA (40+ delegates attended), a joint CPD session on The Art of 
Brilliance and formally accredited training for our first cohort of teaching & learning coaches. 
 
Staffing: To facilitate the work the Principal undertakes for TCAT,  some changes have been made 
this year with Gareth Harris promoted to Head of School, Adam McMillan and Matt Reynolds stepping 
up to Associate Vice Principal roles and the addition of Henri Curwen to the team as Associate 
Assistant Principal. This has worked well and has built capacity and expertise in these colleagues. It 
has also been valuable for the Principal, and hopefully for the academy, to get an insight in to the 
workings of other schools.  
 
The Principal is both delighted and saddened to report that Adam McMillan has secured the 
substantive Vice Principal position at Penketh High School.  Adam has served the school well for a 
long period and it is a real positive that we will retain his services within TCAT.  Sarah Mullen will take 
a more substantive role within SLT next year to address this change and will take responsibility for 
managing outcomes across EBacc subjects. Gareth Harris will pick up other elements of Mr 
McMillan’s role and Henri Curwen will remain on SLT to lead on teaching and learning. The Maths 
department have created the capacity to release Gavin Roberts to Sir Thomas Boteler on a 12 month 
seconded role.   
Finance: The management of school finances has been challenging this year in that we had to 
contend with a migration from WCET to TCAT, a new finance system during the period of our finance 
manager’s maternity leave. Consequently, we have witnessed some significant variation in terms of 
financial projections which has made it difficult to make accurate and informed decisions. This is 
exacerbated by the lagged funding issue created by an increasing roll. The initial projection to 
governors for 2017-18 was a deficit of £276964 caused by the lagged funding issue. However, in 
January BCAs management accounts suggested a much more favourable outturn projection of 
£110677 (surplus). Unfortunately, further work on the budget has unearthed some issues with how the 
budget was set and we are now looking at a projected outturn position of -£141463 
 
PD and well-being: BCA has enhanced its provision in relation to personal development and well-
being this year. The Principal provided governors with details in relation to ‘life beyond the classroom’ 
and listed the many activities which allows BCA to achieve a healthy balance between academic rigor 
and experiential learning.  
 
The Chairperson thanked the Principal for his report.  

10 GOVERNOR TRAINING AND UPDATES  
1. P Cotton provided written feedback on the below training courses he attended for governors’ 

information:  
i) Understanding assessment & data 
ii) Financial scrutiny/value for money 
iii) Employment + Health & Safety 
iv) Induction course  

 
A discussion followed in relation to the roles and responsibilities of Link governors at BCA. 
Action: Clerk to arrange a meeting with the Principal, LW and PC to outline his role and 
responsibilities as link governor for CEIAG. 

 
2. L Waterston gave a brief summary of the NGA conference she attended. Key points 

highlighted were  
- The expansion of governor recruitment, especially staff governors.  
- MATs and the ‘working together’ of schools as demonstrated within TCAT.   
- The need to engage more with parents 

3. Autumn term 2018: Governor training at a glance. Course information was circulated to 
governors on 18.06.18. Action: Governors to advise Clerk of training sessions they would 
like to attend.  

4. For information: Governors forum meeting Thursday 11 October, 18:30 at Woolston 
Neighbourhood Hub. Information circulated to governors 19.06.18. Discussion followed. 
Outcome: Jo Flitcroft agreed to become a representative for BCA and to attend the above 
meeting. JF to feedback information to governors following each forum meeting.  Action: CH 
to advise Lisa Adams (Clerk to the forum). 
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11 PROPOSED GOVERNOR MEETINGS FOR 2018-19 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Noted and agreed.  

Autumn term  Day Date Time  Spring term  Day Date Time 

Extra-ordinary LGB 
meeting (results) 

 
Mon 

 
17 Sept 

 
16:30 

     

 
BFP  

A  
15 Oct 

 
15:00 

  
BFP 

 
Mon 

 
21 Jan 

 
15:00 

TCAT TRUST BOARD 
(for information) 

Wed 7 Nov 18:00      

 
C&L 

 
Mon 

 
19 Nov 

 
16:30 

  
C&L 

 
Mon 

 
4 Feb 

 
16:30 

 
LGB 

 
Mon 

 
03 Dec 

 
16:30 

  
LGB 

 
Mon 

 
04 Mar 

 
16:30 

TCAT TRUST BOARD 
(for information) 

Wed 12 Dec 18:00  TCAT TRUST BOARD 
(for information) 

Wed 20 Mar 18:00 

Summer term  Day Date Time 

 
BFP 

 
Mon 

 
10 Jun 

 
15:00 

 
C&L 

 
Mon 

 
17 Jun 

 
16:30 

 
LGB 

 
Mon 

 
24 Jun 

 
16:30 

TCAT TRUST BOARD 
 (for information) 

Wed 3 Jul 18:00 

12 THE KEY FOR SCHOOL GOVERNORS  
The Key for School Governors, is the national information service for governors in England and 
Wales. It provides members with instant answers to questions on all aspects of school governance. 
Governors use the service to stay up to date, gain confidence in their role and quickly get to grips with 
important issues. 
  
An email was circulated to governors on 16.04.18 outlining registration instructions for access to this 
service.  LW explained the registration process and urged governors to register to this useful 
resources website.  

13 POLICIES 
For review  

1. Sex and Relationship Education. Governor’s attention was brought to the amendments within 
the policy shown in red. Governors noted and approved the changes.  

2. Internal appeals – deferred from Spring meeting. No changes.  
 
For noting; Policies agreed at Trust level 
T001- DBS and Employment of Ex-Offenders  July 2017 
T002 - Publication (FoI) Scheme                         July 2017 
T003 - Whistleblowing                                     October 2017 
T004 - Disciplinary Policy                                     February 2018 
T005 - Pension Discretions                                     February 2018 
T006 - GPDR                                                            May 2018 
TCAT Health and Safety                                           February 2018  
Bespoke BCA H&S policy                                         BFP 11.06.18                        
 

14 AoB 
1. Governor learning walk 10:00 – 12:00 on 28.06.18; governors emailed 12.06.18.  
2. TCAT governor profile; polite reminder for returns please.  
3. Academy focus February edition – link below 

http://bca.warrington.ac.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/academy_focus_FEB18_web.pdf 
 

4. TCAT newsletter(s) January and April for information purposed.  

TCATNewsletter-Jan

uary2018-V2.pdf
                 

TCATNewsletter-Apr

il2018.pdf
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